2017 Regional Training Day
Southampton Alpine Centre
15th January 2017

Agenda

Rules
The rules are in place to ensure the race is run consistently, not
just for those that are taking part in that compe@@on, but in
order to ensure an advantage is not gained (or lost) by a racer
who is not present
The rules are cascaded down from the ICR to the BCR and BACR
books
ICR covers all races on the FIS calendar, up to the Olympic Winter
Games
It tells you everything from where the camera posi@ons can be to
how big the sponsors logo can be on your ski @es
The BCR (Bri@sh Compe@@on Rules) and the BACR (Bri@sh
Ar@ﬁcial Compe@@on Rules) are there to add speciﬁcs that
apply to events on the Na@onal Calendars
For example, the ICR will give you the calcula@on as to how many
slalom gates should be on the Face du Bellevarde in Val D’Isere
based on the pitch, piste length and ver@cal drop but it’s not
much good for telling us how many poles to put on a small,
plas@c covered hill in Hampshire!
So, we use the BACR (for dry slopes) as our ﬁrst point of call and
if the rule is NOT in BACR then we would fall back to the ICR
For Snowsport South races we start with our own rule book, then
the BACR and then the ICR

Update on rules relating to
Helmets

Following the TD Forum in Nov 2015, a statement was issued by BSS regarding the
interpreta@on of the FIS regula@on changes rela@ng to helmets
All na@onal level races will now adhere to the FIS Equipment Regula@ons for Class
A and B helmets
For FIS level U14 and U16 events throughout the 2015/16 season GS and SG helmets
mee@ng at least EN 1077 Class A and/or ASTM 2040, or higher standards (SNELL 98 or
new FIS Standard), can be used. The same dispensa@on will be allowed for BASS and
Ar@ﬁcial slope races for the 2015/16 Winter Season and the 2016 Summer Season.
The helmets shall be used without altera,on/modiﬁca,on, as cer@ﬁed by the
manufacturer. Furthermore, no addi@onal element/equipment shall be aﬃxed on the
surface of the helmet.

For the races last year, warnings were to be given to racers whose helmets do not
conform.
From this season, racers whose helmets do not conform will not be permi9ed to
start!!
At a regional level, we will follow the same approach

Update on rules relating to
Helmets

Key Points

Helmets are compulsory for all Bri@sh and FIS Alpine calendar events and in all disciplines.
Conformity to the rules may be checked at any event, and the lack of an approved helmet, or having a modiﬁed helmet, is
grounds for refusal to allow a compe,tor to race.
Spoilers, visors or protruding edges are not permibed. Add-on items such as camera mounts stuck onto the surface of the
helmet are not permi9ed.
Hard shell must cover head and ears, except for slalom in which soE protec,on over the ears is allowed.
Must be labelled as mee,ng appropriate standards (EN 1077, CEE 1077, US 2040, or other standards as deﬁned in FIS
Equipment rules) and marked as intended for Alpine skiing.
A badly-ﬁGng or over-large helmet may signiﬁcantly reduce the level of protec@on provided, and may even add to the hazard
or contribute to injury.
A helmet’s level of protec@on will be signiﬁcantly reduced if it is not ﬁ9ed correctly; this includes the use of a beanie or head
band worn under the helmet that may alter the ﬁt of the helmet and therefore reduce its eﬀec@veness.
A helmet is a vital piece of your compe@@on equipment and should be properly looked ager; dropping a helmet on a hard
surface can signiﬁcantly reduce the level of protec@on it would provide in the event of a fall.
Any modiﬁca@on of a helmet, including the applica@on of camera mounts, simple s,ckers or other decora,on, is liable to
reduce the eﬀec@veness of the helmet as the adhesives can weaken the shell material. Any such modiﬁca@on (unless carried
out in the factory as part of the original manufacture) may also invalidate the helmet from the point of view of any insurance
cover. See new rule above.

Group 1 and Racers Depart

Overview of roles on a race day
In order to run a race, there are func@ons that need to be done by someone
Gehng volunteers is always quite challenging
This may be because people perceive that they are diﬃcult or they may be asked to
make a decision on something they might get cri@cised for
Part of the purpose of this day is to dispel these myths
All of the roles are part of a collec@ve decision (Corporate Responsibility)
All of the roles are preby simple to execute
You don’t need to be an expert on the rules
You don’t have to spend the whole day doing the job

Overview of roles on a race day
LiE Marshall – the job of the lig marshal (if one is needed) is to try, to the best of their abili@es, to get the right
racers to the top at the right @me. Ideally, they should be monitoring how busy it is at the top to make sure there
is space for the race starts to occur (racers tend to want to apply wax and carry skis, etc). They should let racers
onto the lig in bib order (as far as possible).
Start Marshall – the start marshal is managing the queue of racers such that there are suﬃcient racers ready to
start and there are not gaps in racing because racers are not ready to enter the gate as the previous compe@tor
leaves. For dual races, you will need to guide them to which course they will race on (Red or Blue)
Starter – the starter is the control point for racers entering the course. For the Brower equipment they need to
enter the bib number and press ‘Enter’ and, for the lible ones, the may need to help open the wand fully as they
start to make sure the @mer starts. The Tag Heuer equipment is slightly diﬀerent but we will show you that when
we get outside.
Gate Judge – the role of the Gate Judge is to provide an indica@on if they believe a racer has not completed the
course correctly (e.g. straddle, ski out, missed gate). Disqualiﬁca@ons will be conﬁrmed at race control. It is
probably the most important role on race day
Finish Ref(s) / Marshall(s) – If needed, and par@cularly for dual races, the Finish Ref(s) drop (or raise) their ﬂag as
the racer crosses the line. It is important that the marshal uses the same point of reference each @me and
consistently (e.g. is it the boot, the @p of the ski, the head, etc.). They will also be asked to indicate who they
believe has won the race. The ﬁnal decision will be conﬁrmed at race control.

Overview of roles on a race day
Commentator – OK, so let’s face it, not everyone wants to hear their voice all day….and that’s fair enough. The
role, however, is to keep everyone else as up to date as possible about @mes and decisions.
Chief of Calcs (Timing) – We will do a session later about @ming but essen@ally, the duty of the @mer is to record
the @mes that are produced by the @ming equipment to allow the results to be collated. This is usually entered
into a laptop (either automa@cally, in which case the @mer needs to check it is correct and be on hand to deal
with issues, or manually)
Assistant Calcs – is there to manually record (write down the @mes) incase we have a catastrophic failure of the
electronics and to be able to check the @me in the event that a racer challenges their @me – if the main @mer and
the backup @mer agree on the @me then it will stand
Club Rep – the role of the club rep is to make sure that their club racers are prepared for the compe@@on. This
involves issuing (and ensuring return) of bibs, making sure the racers are presen@ng themselves in the lig queue in
@me to get to the top for a start, no@fying the race team if a racer needs a bunny run, abending any race
mee@ngs, being the ﬁrst point of call for queries from other parents.

Overview of roles on a race day
Addi@onal roles at a Club Na@onal / GBR / Seeded Race
These roles are typically (ideally) undertaken by a Level 2 Oﬃcial as they do have to know the rules
Technical Delegate (TD) – Appointed by SSE or BSS and is there to ensure the rules are followed. The TD is
the chair of the Jury and represents SSE (or BSS or FIS) at the Jury
Chief of Race – Is responsible for the whole compe@@on. Represents the Race Organising Commibee (ROC)
on the Jury
Referee – Appointed by the Race Organising Commibee and is responsible for ensuring fairness to all
compe@tors (both present and absent). Jury member but must not be part of the organising commibee
Race Secretary – Must be approved by SSE and is the unsung hero of a race. Arranges the oﬀ-slope ac@vi@es.
Start Referee – Non vo@ng member of the jury. Oversees and records the ac@vi@es in the Start area
Finish Referee – Non vo@ng member of the jury. Oversees and records the ac@vi@es in the Finish area
Chief Gate Judge – Responsible for organising and looking ager the gate judges

The Jury – Control the race, make decisions concerning the race and represent the interests of the
HNGB, the organisers and the racers
Most of the other roles are the same as for regional races, although the Starter does have a lible
more formality around their role (e.g. the start procedure)

Terminology
DNS – Did Not Start: A racer who has not passed through the start gate
DNF – Did Not Finish: A racer who has not passed across the ﬁnish line
DSQ – Disqualiﬁed: A racer who has passed across the ﬁnish line but has not completed a legal passage of the
course.
NPR – Not Permi9ed to Race: A racer who has been refused a start due to contraven@on of the rule – e.g. helmet
Why do we encourage a racer to DNF rather than DSQ?
If a racer passes through the ﬁnish line then they are registering a @me. This means that they are reserving the right to protest
any subsequent disqualiﬁca@on (in what is known as ‘protocol’)
At the end of the race the gate judges hand their sheets to the Chief Gate Judge who compiles a report aggrega@ng what the
Gate Judges have seen (and recorded)
The Referee then takes the Start Ref, Finish Ref and Chief Gate Judge reports and creates his report which is posted for 15
minutes and records all non-starters, non-ﬁnishers and those who commibed a fault and have been disqualiﬁed.
The athletes then have 15 minutes to protest the resultsT
If you choose not to cross the ﬁnish line then you will not be able to protest
Athletes are requested to ski around the ﬁnish line if the know that they have commibed a fault to acknowledge that they
have not completed the course fairly and it also reduces the responsibility of the Gate Judges to spot any error.
T At

the TD Forum earlier this year there was an interes@ng discussion about whether you could admit that you hadn’t completed
the course and disqualify yourself but then have your disqualiﬁca@on protested by another racer and be re-instated.

Gate Judging

Gate Judge Duties
To police the course during inspec@on
To see that the gates are clear for the racers
To ensure that the spectators are kept clear from the course
To replace fallen/broken poles accurately
To ensure that the bases of polse are marked correctly
Signal to Start Referee if the course is not clear
Record correct/incorrect passage of gates (ICR 661.4)
Record any infringement and report to the Jury
Incidents include
Obstruc@ons causing ski outs
Re@red racers returning to course (ICR 614.2.2)
Re@red racers ﬁnishing

Ensure that the racer receives no outside aid (ICR 661.3)
If a racer made an error and asks if a fault was commibed, inform the compe@tor if they have made an error that
would lead to DSQ (ICR 663). The compe@tor himself is fully responsible for his ac@on and, he cannot hold the
gate judge responsible.
You are permibed to consult with other Gate Judges to conﬁrm how you witnessed an incident

Correct Passage of a gate (ICR
661.4)
A gate has been passed correctly ehrn both the compe@tor’s ski @ps and feet have

passed across the gate line in any direc,on
The gate line is an imaginary line on the snow/surface between the bases of the two
turning poles
If a compe@tor loses a ski, without commihng a fault, that is without straddling a slalom
pole, then the @p of the remaining ski and both feet mist cross the gate line
If a pole is missing the ski @ps/feet must pass through the gate line as if the pole were
there and ver@cal (in prac@ce, this is a ques@on of “did they make enough of an eﬀort to
mirror the course”)
The gate judge must be fair to all racer and disqualify racers for infringements but in the
case of doubt the beneﬁt must be given to the racer (ICR 662.3)

Correct Passage of a Course
Open Gate

Closed Gate

Hairpin (or Banana)
Verticali
2 gate vertical
3 or 4 gate vertical

661.4.1 - A gate has been passed correctly when both the competitor’s
ski tips and both feet have crossed the gate line. If a competitor loses a
ski, without committing a fault, e.g. not by straddling a pole, then the tip
of the remaining ski and both feet must have crossed the gate line. This
rule also applies when a competitor has to climb back up to a gate.
661.4.1.2 – The gate line in Slalom is the shortest imaginary line
between the turning pole and the outside pole

Correct Passage of a Course
Closed Gate

Hairpin (or Banana)
Verticali
2 gate vertical
3 or 4 gate vertical

Correct Passage of a Course
“Banana” or Delay Gate

Single Gate Slalom
2 x poles for 1st gate

Skier must cross imaginary line
between adjacent gates

Combination sets are still 2 x poles

804.2 – A Single Pole Slalom has no outside pole except the first and the last gate, a delayed gate and combinations (hairpin, vertical).
804.3 – Where there is no outside pole, both feet and ski tips must have passed the turning pole on the same side, following the normal race
line of the slalom crossing the imaginary line from turning pole to turning pole. If a competitor loses a ski, without committing a fault, e.g. not by
straddling a pole, then the tip of the remaining ski and both feet must meet both requirements. If the competitor has not correctly crossed the
imaginary line from turning pole to turning pole and does not follow the normal race line, then he has to climb back up and pass around the
missed turning pole. Where there is an outside pole (first and last gate, delayed gate, and combinations (hairpin, vertical) art. 661.4.1. is valid.
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Gate Judging - Examples

Race Secretary
…to allow Mary some relaxa@on @me

General Duties
Pre Race Day
Dealing with ‘independent’ entries
Create the Race Bulle,n – Timetable, Event Informa@on, Local Rules, Parking Informa@on,
Address of Slope, etc
Assist in the Start List crea@on (by Category, by Club). Publish on website and email

On the Day
Assist in setup of Race Oﬃce (Laptop, Printer, etc)
Assist in issuing bibs to Club Reps and collec@ng missing payments
Assist in ensuring results are accurate (e.g. checking ‘fastest @me’ and DNS/DNF/DSQ)
Assist in colla@ng team entries and drawing head-to-heads and team races
Generate Results sheets for Prize Giving

Post Race
Double check results
Post results onto web
Send day entry forms to SSE with payment

Extras
…if there is @me

Dry Slope Course Criteria
There must be one (and only one) 3 or 4 gate ver@cal combina@on
There is no requirement to have a hairpin
Two hairpins do not equal a ver@cali
There is no requirement for a delay gate

Gates are 4-6m wide
Turning poles are 7-11m apart (open or closed)
Delay gates are 12-15m between the two turning poles
Space between gates in a combina@on are 0.75 – 1m
The course should be designed to test the racers skill (agility, balance, rhythm), their
ability to inspect and read the terrain and be set appropriately to the level of
compe@@on

Club National and GBR Races
Ski Out / Re-Run Procedure
If you know you have not completed a gate correctly you must ski out of the course and not go through the
ﬁnish line (unless it is unsafe not to) – this eliminates the need for protocol for that racer
If you believe you have been impaired then you should ski out immediately and report to a race oﬃcial (gate
judge) and no@fy them of the nature of the impediment – if you con@nue to ski the course you will be
adjudged to have accepted the run.
You are allowed to climb back up if you miss a gate. You may ask a gate judge how far you need to climb.
You must go around the gate…not just back up to a level posi@on.

Seed Points
Seed points represent the measure of a racers results. The formula is the same at all levels of compe@@on
and takes into account the diﬃculty of the course and the standard of the compe@@on.
There is a Race Penalty Point (calculated by the seed points of the racers in the race) and a Race Point
represen@ng the @me diﬀeren@al between the fastest racer and your @me.
The seed lis@ngs are split between Alpine (BASS), Indoor (iBarts) and Outdoor (oBarts) and are published 5
@mes a year
The lower the seed point, the beber the racer
An individuals seed point is usually made up of the average of the 2 best results in a season.
More later….

Club National and GBR Races
Start (@mings and obliga@ons)
At a na@onal level race you are expected to get yourself to the start gate in plenty of @me
You are not permibed to apply waxes in the start gate
The starter will say “Ready”, “Go”….this is not a ques@on, it is a statement. You must GO

Course Inspec@on
You must check the rules for course inspec@on (more so on snow than on dry) as you may not be permibed
to ski through any of the course – not even one gate
6.6.1 – Slalom: The course must be in perfect racing condi@on from the @me the compe@tors' inspec@on starts and
workers on the course must not disturb the compe@tors during the inspec@on. The Jury decides the method of
inspec@on, which may be carried out from the bobom to compact the snow. They may not ski through the gates or
shadow the course. They are not permibed to enter the course on foot.
6.6.2 – Giant Slalom: The gates must be set at least one hour before the start. The compe@tors are allowed to study the
course ager its ﬁnal sehng, either by climbing on skis or by slowly skiing down alongside the course. Skiing through a
gate, or prac,sing turns parallel with those required by gates on the course, may lead to disqualiﬁca,on.

Your bib number must be visible during course inspec@on

Myths in the rules
There is no rule regarding only being able to ski a maximum of 3 gates during inspec@on.
‘3 pieces of equipment’ – there is no rule that says that you need to have three pieces of equipment as you
cross the line.

Seed Points
I thought it would be worthwhile brieﬂy touching on Seed Points
Seed Points are a measure of the athlete’s ability
The idea is that the calcula@on ‘normalises’ the performance of an athlete between events and to ensure a fair means of determining
qualiﬁca@on for entry to compe@@ons, to aid the prepara@on of Start Lists and to assist interested bodies in the selec@on of teams
It is described in detail in BRC and BACR Book III

Every registered athlete has a seed point
A compe@tor's seed point is calculated from the results of races. The lowest seed points indicate the best level of performance.
There are (currently) three seed lists – BASS (for Alpine Snow Events), iBARTS (for Indoor Snow Events) and oBARTS (for Outdoor Events)

At a seeded race, a compe@tor comple@ng the compe@@on will be given two ﬁgures that make up their ‘point’ for that race:
The Race Point which is an indica@on of how close they were to the fastest racer. It is, simply
((Your Time - Best Time) / Best Time ) x 720 : Thus, the quickest racer will score Zero Race Points
The Race Penalty Point which is an indica@on of the dynamic of the race (the normaliser). It has three elements
A = the sum of the Snowsport England seed points of the 5 best seeded compe@tors in the ﬁrst 10 ﬁnishers (i.e. an indica@on of how hard
the course was on the day)
B = the sum of the Snowsport England seed points of the 5 best seeded starters in the race (i.e. an indica@on of how good the ﬁeld that
started was)
C = the sum of the Race Points of the 5 best seeded compe@tors in the ﬁrst 10 ﬁnishers (i.e. How close were the top racers on the day which
indicates how hard the course was on the day)
The formula is the (A + B – C) / 10
There are minimum values (e.g. Zero for a Championship, 5 for a GBR and 10 for a Club Na@onal) so the winner of a Club Na@onal will score
Zero Race Points PLUS 10 Penalty Points which equals 10

Seed Points
Through the year, the latest Seed points are published at least 5 @mes and, in each ﬁle
the athlete’s seed point is updated as the minimum of the following for qualifying
events:
last year's end-of-season seed point (the basic points)
the average of the 2 best Results this season
the average of the best Result this season and the basic points
the best Result this season + 20% (minimum load 10 points)

Any Questions?

OK, let’s get out there and put
some of this into practice

